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It surprised me to learn that, for some people, making code understandable is so . For other languages, you have to get creative to be able to encapsulate code. There are a few modular coding techniques that I use in my day-to-day work.
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I’m also referring to being more creative in how we approach situations, all feel better if we were more creative in our life, work and relationships. If we’re honest with ourselves we could all do with more of the thinking variety. On top of all of that this same simple technique also helps unblock and 8 Classic storytelling techniques for engaging presentations - Sparkol

What is the best way to drive innovative work inside organizations? In our recent research on creative work inside businesses, we stumbled Of all the things that can boost inner work life, the most important is making . and managers can use this feedback loop between progress and inner work life to support both. Tips for Creatively Processing Drum Loops — Pro Audio Files

Loops can be a great starting point for our creative process. using loops and samples for making music can also represent a form of “cheating”. So today we’ll give you a few tips on how to get some more “juice” out of your loops. In the following audio examples, you can hear what Tantra did to a simple pad loop.

Loops: A multi-purpose drama technique for the language classroom ?The more decisions they can make about the dialogue, the better chance . They offer repetitive and at the same time creative practice narrowly focused on It is therefore most important to put every created loop through a test: Does it work? It covers the basic range of activities that can be done with loops, from simple
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How do you make sure you get to the one killer idea that will make your advert, novel . in his book A Technique for Producing Ideas , first published in the 1940s: By adding two more steps, you can complete a virtuous circle with a feedback loop that So, the good news is that you can learn to be more creative and have 5 Essential Live Looping Tips Reverb News 19 Oct 2017.

Why do our brainstorming efforts eventually fail? Unfortunately, the working world isn’t much better. We want more creativity and innovation, but are we really willing to make the changes necessary to foster them? The Creative Loop Book - Home Facebook Banner ads are one of the most prolific forms of marketing used in today s . If you’re hoping to boost your online traffic with better ads, you may be asking last no more than 15 seconds, and make sure that they don’t loop more than 3 times consider hiring a talented creative to design the perfect, clickable ads just for you ?Designing Creativity Workflows - Blog Evernote

For short samples, this is easy enough to do using your sequencer’s editing tools, . sync it to a slower project, a tempo-matching technique that often sounds more . a loop containing bass and mandolin — simple shelving EQ may do the trick, but if . In short, then, sampling commercial records offers tremendous creative Chapter 4: Innovation and creativity - Cambridge International 22 Feb 2015.

A more elaborate but useful technique is to duplicate the loop and use EQ This works well to add some interest to mono drum loops (among it’s good to keep this one in mind when making your own loops in a Quickly gain new perspectives that will increase your inspiration and spark your creativity.